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Soothie

 
One-piece silicone design

3-18m

BPA-Free

2-pack

 

SCF099/10

Comfortably fits the natural curves of baby’s face

Flexible medical grade silicone

Philips Avent Soothie Heart is designed around the natural contours of your baby’s

face. Its curved, heart-shaped shield won’t bump into his or her tiny nose. Made

from medical grade silicone, Soothie is distributed in hospitals nationwide*

Comfortable design

Follows the curves of your baby’s face for enhanced comfort

One-piece design, made from 100% medical grade silicone

Easy to clean

Design prevents water from getting trapped in the nipple

Used by medical professionals

Distributed by hospitals in the USA*

Symmetrical-shaped nipple

Supports natural oral development

Fingerheld solution

Unique design helps you bond with your baby
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Highlights

Comfortable design

The special curved, heart-shaped shield is

designed to follow the natural curves of your

baby’s face, so as to provide maximum comfort

without bumping into his or her tiny nose.

100% medical grade silicone

Made entirely from flexible, medical-grade

silicone, this Soothie has a firmer silicone

material specially-created for babies of 3-18

months. Its one-piece design adheres to the

American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines.*

Used in hospitals

The Philips Avent Soothie range is widely

distributed by American hospitals. It is trusted

by doctors and nurses to soothe newborns*.

Symmetrical-shaped nipple

Soothie Heart supports the natural oral

development of your baby. Its collapsible

nipple – with a symmetrical shape – respects

your baby’s teeth and gums.

Fingerheld solution

It’s uniquely designed so that you can place

your finger in the nipple. This enables you

create an even stronger bond with your baby,

by helping them suckle.

Compatible with pacifier clips

Attach most common pacifier clips with thin

string to the hole on the front tab*. You can

also attach it to our Snuggle toy, by placing the

tab through the similar-shaped hole in the

Snuggle’s mouth. That’s a good way to make

sure your Soothie can be quickly found.

Easy to clean

Thanks to its unique fingerheld design, drops

of water don't get trapped in the nipple. For

extra hygiene, simply use your sterilizer or

submerge it in boiling water.*
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Specifications

Hygiene

Can be sterilized

Easy to clean

Safety

BPA-free

What is included

Soothie Heart: 2 pcs

 

* All our Soothies have same nipple shape, one-piece

design and material, and come with a variety of shield

shapes, including those distributed in US hospitals

* American Acedemy of Pediatrics recommends to

“purchase pacifiers that cannot possibly come apart.

Those molded of one solid piece of plastic are

particularly safe”. (Caring for Your Baby and Young Child:

Birth to Age 5, 7th ed. 2019, By American Academy of

Pediatrics, Tanya Remer Altmann and David L. Hill, New

York: Bantam Books.”

* For hygiene reasons, replace pacifiers after 4 weeks of

use

* Warning: Do not tie pacifier around child's neck as it

presents a strangulation danger
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